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If you're getting ready to enter a mud run, this brief ebooklet will inform you about what you can
expect. The author also shares his own memorable, if not laughable, first time in the mud
race.This guide contains suggestions for preparations including exercise routines and diets.
Read this booklet and gain the confidence of being ready as you go to your first mud run.Follow
the exercise and dietary part of the reading to get into better shape.

About the AuthorKristin Cashore earned her master’s degree from the Center for the Study of
Children’s Literature at Simmons College. She has been a dog runner, a packer in a candy
factory, an editorial assistant, and a freelance writer. Kristin currently resides in Florida, where
her daily activities include walking along the St. Johns River. --This text refers to the audioCD
edition.Review"Here's a WOW of a book! Seeing half-wild Katsa learn humanity as she battles
soldiers, storms, and her own obsessive nature--I HAD to know how it ended!"--Tamora
Pierce"Katsa and Po are wonderful: They make me want to cheer. Due to a strong heroine, a
supportive hero, political intrigue, and action throughout, this is a book I'll share with my
daughter." -Melissa Marr, author of Wicked Lovely (Melissa Marr )"A brilliant, unforgettable story.
I consumed Graceling in one sitting, awed by its originality, breadth, and humanity. For a first
novel - for any novel - this book is extraordinary." -Catherine Gilbert Murdock, author of Dairy
Queen (Catherine Gilbert Murdock )"I can't remember when I last was this impressed by a new
fantasy. Kristin Cashore's voice is fresh and fluent. The characters are memorable, the plot filled
with surprises-all of which are entirely plausible-and the end result is a story that you tear
through so that you can immediately start again at the beginning and read it with the care it
deserves. A truly spectacular novel." -Susan Hirschman, Founder of Greenwillow Books (Susan
Hirschman )"With this riveting debut, Cashore has set the bar exceedingly high." --Publishers
Weekly, starred review (Publishers Weekly )"An impressive first novel, this well crafted and
rewarding fantasy will leave readers hoping for more." Booklist (starred review) (Booklist )"Katsa
is an ideal adolescent heroine, simultaneously confident of her strengths yet unsure of her place
in the world. . . . In a tale filled with graphic violence and subtle heartbreak, gentle passion and
savage kindness, matter-of-fact heroics and bleak beauty, no defeat is ever total and no triumph
comes without cost. Grace-full, in every sense." Kirkus Reviews, starred review ( 9/01/08)
(Kirkus Reviews ) --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From School Library JournalStarred
Review. Grade 8 Up—In this debut fantasy novel, Cashore treats readers to compelling and
eminently likable characters and a story that draws them in from the first paragraph. In Katsa's
world, the "Graced," those gifted in a particular way, are marked by eyes that are different colors.
Katsa's Grace is that she is a gifted fighter, and, as such, she is virtually invincible. She is in the
service of her tyrannical uncle, king of one of the seven kingdoms, and she is forced to torture



people for infractions against him. She has secretly formed the Council, which acts in the service
of justice and fairness for those who have been accused and abused. Readers meet her as she
is rescuing the father of the Lienid king, who has been abducted. The reasons for his capture are
part of a tightening plot that Katsa unravels and resolves, with the help of Prince Po, the
captive's grandson. He has his own particular Grace, and he becomes Katsa's lover and partner
in what becomes a mortally dangerous mission. Cashore's style is exemplary: while each detail
helps to paint a picture, the description is always in the service of the story, always helping
readers to a greater understanding of what is happening and why. This is gorgeous storytelling:
exciting, stirring, and accessible. Fantasy and romance readers will be thrilled.—Sue Giffard,
Ethical Culture Fieldston School, New York CityCopyright © Reed Business Information, a
division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From
Booklist*Starred Review* Feared as a killer since her childhood, Lady Katsa uses her unusual
Grace (superhuman gift) in the service of her uncle, King Randa. She is beginning to rebel
against his orders to kill or maim his more disloyal subjects when her path crosses that of Po. A
young foreign prince with a mysterious Grace as well as wisdom beyond his years, Po convinces
Katsa that she can stand up to the brutal king and put her gift to better uses. When Katsa joins
Po on a quest, she throws herself headlong into a rescue mission and finds romance, self-
knowledge, and justice along the way. Although many fantasy writers create intriguing alternate
worlds and worthy adventures, as Cashore does in this well-imagined novel, she also offers
believable characters with enough depth, subtlety, and experience to satisfy older readers.
Katsa is a heroine who can physically overpower most men she meets, yet her strength is not
achieved by becoming manlike. She may care little for fine clothes, but from her first kill to her
first experience of lovemaking, Katsa’s womanhood is integral to her character. An impressive
first novel, this well-crafted and rewarding fantasy will leave readers hoping for more. Grades
9-12. --Carolyn Phelan --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.CHAPTER ONEIN THESE DUNGEONS the darkness was
complete, but Katsa had a map in her mind. One that had so far proven correct, as Oll’s maps
tended to do. Katsa ran her hand along the cold walls and counted doors and passageways as
she went. Turning when it was time to turn; stopping finally before an opening that should contain
a stairway leading down. She crouched and felt forward with her hands. There was a stone step,
damp and slippery with moss, and another one below it. This was Oll’s staircase, then. She only
hoped that when he and Giddon followed her with their torches, they would see the moss slime,
tread carefully, and not waken the dead by clattering headlong down the steps.Katsa slunk down
the stairway. One left turn and two right turns. She began to hear voices as she entered a
corridor where the darkness flickered orange with the light of a torch set in the wall. Across from
the torch was another corridor where, according to Oll, anywhere from two to ten guards should
be standing watch before a certain cell at the passageway’s end.These guards were Katsa’s
mission. It was for them that she had been sent first.Katsa crept toward the light and the sound
of laughter. She could stop and listen, to get a better sense of how many she would face, but



there was no time. She pulled her hood down low and swung around the corner.She almost
tripped over her first four victims, who were sitting on the floor across from each other, their
backs against the wall, legs splayed, the air stinking with whatever strong drink they’d brought
down here to pass the time of their watch. Katsa kicked and struck at temples and necks, and
the four men lay slumped together on the floor before amazement had even registered in their
eyes.There was only one more guard, sitting before the cell bars at the end of the corridor. He
scrambled to his feet and slid his sword from its sheath. Katsa walked toward him, certain that
the torch at her back hid her face, and particularly her eyes, from his sight. She measured his
size, the way he moved, the steadiness of the arm that held the sword toward her."Stop there. It’s
clear enough what you are." His voice was even. He was brave, this one. He cut the air with his
sword, in warning. "You don’t frighten me."He lunged toward her. She ducked under his blade
and whirled her foot out, clipping his temple. He dropped to the ground.She stepped over him
and ran to the bars, squinting into the darkness of the cell. A shape huddled against the back
wall, a person too tired or too cold to care about the fighting going on. Arms wrapped around
legs, and head tucked between knees. He was shivering—she could hear his breath. She
shifted, and the light glanced over his crouched form. His hair was white and cut close to his
head. She saw the glimmer of gold in his ear. Oll’s maps had served them well, for this man was
a Lienid. He was the one they were looking for.She pulled on the door latch. Locked. Well, that
was no surprise, and it wasn’t her problem. She whistled once, low, like an owl. She stretched
the brave guard flat on his back and dropped one of her pills into his mouth. She ran up the
corridor, turned the four unfortunates on their backs beside each other, and dropped a pill into
each mouth. Just as she was beginning to wonder if Oll and Giddon had lost themselves in the
dungeons, they appeared around the corner and slipped past her."A quarter hour, no more," she
said."A quarter hour, My Lady." Oll’s voice was a rumble. "Go safely."Their torchlight splashed
the walls as they approached the cell. The Lienid man moaned and drew his arms in closer.
Katsa caught a glimpse of his torn, stained clothing. She heard Giddon’s ring of lock picks clink
against itself. She would have liked to have waited to see that they opened the door, but she was
needed elsewhere. She tucked her packet of pills into her sleeve and ran.THE CELL GUARDS
reported to the dungeon guard, and the dungeon guard reported to the underguard. The
underguard reported to the castle guard. The night guard, the king’s guard, the wall guard, and
the garden guard also reported to the castle guard. As soon as one guard noticed another’s
absence, the alarm would be raised, and if Katsa and her men weren’t far enough away, all
would be lost. They would be pursued, it would come to bloodshed; they would see her eyes,
and she would be recognized. So she had to get them all, every guard. Oll had guessed there
would be twenty. Prince Raffin had made her thirty pills, just in case.Most of the guards gave her
no trouble. If she could sneak up on them, or if they were crowded in small groups, they never
knew what hit them. The castle guard was a bit more complicated, because five guards
defended his office. She swirled through the lot of them, kicking and kneeing and hitting, and the
castle guard jumped up from his guardhouse desk, burst through the door, and ran into the



fray."I know a Graceling when I see one." He jabbed with his sword, and she rolled out of the
way. "Let me see the colors of your eyes, boy. I’ll cut them out. Don’t think I won’t."It gave her
some pleasure to knock him on the head with the hilt of her knife. She grabbed his hair, dragged
him onto his back, and dropped a pill onto his tongue. They would all say, when they woke to
their headaches and their shame, that the culprit had been a Graceling boy, Graced with
fighting, acting alone. They would assume she was a boy, because in her plain trousers and
hood she looked like one, and because when people were attacked it never occurred to anyone
that it might have been a girl. And none of them had caught a glimpse of Oll or Giddon: She had
seen to that.No one would think of her. Whatever the Graceling Lady Katsa might be, she was
not a criminal who lurked around dark courtyards at midnight, disguised. And besides, she was
supposed to be en route east. Her uncle Randa, King of the Middluns, had seen her off just that
morning, the whole city watching, with Captain Oll and Giddon, Randa’s underlord, escorting
her. Only a day of very hard riding in the wrong direction could have brought her south to King
Murgon’s court.Katsa ran through the courtyard, past flower beds, fountains, and marble statues
of Murgon. It was quite a pleasant courtyard, really, for such an unpleasant king; it smelled of
grass and rich soil, and the sweetness of dew-dripped flowers. She raced through Murgon’s
apple orchard, a trail of drugged guards stretching out behind her. Drugged, not dead: an
important distinction. Oll and Giddon, and most of the rest of the secret Council, had wanted her
to kill them. But at the meeting to plan this mission, she’d argued that killing them would gain no
time."What if they wake?" Giddon had said.Prince Raffin had been offended. "You doubt my
medicine. They won’t wake.""It would be faster to kill them," Giddon had said, his brown eyes
insistent. Heads in the dark room had nodded."I can do it in the time allotted," Katsa had said,
and when Giddon had started to protest, she’d held up her hand. "Enough. I won’t kill them. If
you want them killed, you can send someone else."Oll had smiled and clapped the young lord
on the back. "Just think, Lord Giddon, it’ll make it more fun for us. The perfect robbery, past all of
Murgon’s guards, and nobody hurt? It’s a good game."The room had erupted with laughter, but
Katsa hadn’t even cracked a smile. She wouldn’t kill, not if she didn’t have to. A killing couldn’t be
undone, and she’d killed enough. Mostly for her uncle. King Randa thought her useful. When
border ruffians were stirring up trouble, why send an army if you could send a single
representative? It was much more economical. But she’d killed for the Council, too, when it
couldn’t be avoided. This time it could be avoided.At the far end of the orchard she came upon a
guard who was old, as old, perhaps, as the Lienid. He stood in a grove of yearling trees, leaning
on his sword, his back round and bent. She snuck up behind him and paused. A tremor shook
the hands that rested on the hilt of his blade.She didn’t think much of a king who didn’t retire his
guards in comfort when they’d gotten too old to hold a sword steady.But if she left him, he would
find the others she’d felled and raise the alarm. She struck him once, hard, on the back of the
head, and he slumped and let out a puff of air. She caught him and lowered him to the ground,
as gently as she could, and then dropped a pill into his mouth. She took a moment to run her
fingers along the lump forming on his skull. She hoped his head was strong.She had killed once



by accident, a memory she held close to her consciousness. It was how her Grace had
announced its nature, a decade ago. She’d been a child, barely eight years old. A man who was
some sort of distant cousin had visited the court. She hadn’t liked him—his heavy perfume, the
way he leered at the girls who served him, the way his leer followed them around the room, the
way he touched them when he thought no one was watching. When he’d started to pay Katsa
some attention, she had grown wary. "Such a pretty little one," he’d said. "Graceling eyes can be
so very unattractive. But you, lucky girl, look better for it. What is your Grace, my sweetness?
Storytelling? Mind reading? I know. You’re a dancer."Katsa hadn’t known what her Grace was.
Some Graces took longer than others to surface. But even if she had known, she wouldn’t have
cared to discuss it with this cousin. She’d scowled at the man and turned away. But then his
hand had slid toward her leg, and her hand had flown out and smashed him in the face. So hard
and so fast that she’d pushed the bones of his nose into ... --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.If you had the power to kill with your bare hands, what would you do with it?Graceling
takes readers inside the world of Katsa, a warrior-girl in her late teens with one blue eye and one
green eye. This gives her haunting beauty, but also marks her as a Graceling. Gracelings are
beings with special talents—swimming, storytelling, dancing. Katsa's Grace is considered more
useful: her ability to fight (and kill, if she wanted to) is unequaled in the seven kingdoms. Forced
to act as a henchman for a manipulative king, Katsa channels her guilt by forming a secret
council of like-minded citizens who carry out secret missions to promote justice over cruelty and
abuses of power.Combining elements of fantasy and romance, Cashore skillfully portrays the
confusion, discovery, and angst that smart, strong-willed girls experience as they creep toward
adulthood. Katsa wrestles with questions of freedom, truth, and knowing when to rely on a friend
for help. This is no small task for an angry girl who had eschewed friendships (with the exception
of one cousin that she trusts) for her more ready skills of self-reliance, hunting, and fighting.
Katsa also comes to know the real power of her Grace and the nature of Graces in general: they
are not always what they appear to be.Graceling is the first book in a series, and Kristin
Cashore’s first work of fiction. It sets up a vivid world with engaging characters that readers will
certainly look forward to following beyond the last chapter of this book. (Ages 14 and up) --Heidi
Broadhead--This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Back CoverSet in a world where
some people are born with a Grace—a unique, sometimes uncanny, gift—this is the story of
Katsa, whose Grace, demonstrated at an uncomfortably early age, is for killing. This makes her
a perfect tool for her uncle, King Randa But Katsa chafes at the way she is being used—and
even more at the injustices she sees around her.Then she meets Prince Po, who has a Grace to
match hers… perhaps.Featuring FCA favorite Chelsea Mixon as Katsa, and sensational
newcomer Zachary Exton as Prince Po, the most fascinating and praised fantasy debut of 2008
now springs to life in a sensational full cast recording. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Review"In this debut fantasy, Cashore treats readers to compelling and
eminently likeable characters and a story that draws them in from the first paragraph. . . . This is
gorgeous storytelling: exciting, stirring, and accessible. Fantasy and romance readers will be



thrilled." --School Library Journal, starred review"Intrigue, death, love, a little sex, and pitched
battles create a sure winner for mature fantasy fans."--VOYA (4Q, 4P)"With a butt-kicking but
emotionally vulnerable heroine, [Graceling] should appeal to fans of recent girl-power urban
fantasies, as well as readers who've graduated from Tamora Pierce's Tortall series."--Horn
Book"Cashore strikes a strong balance between adventure, drama and romance--bloody battles
and sexual tension co-exist in equal measure--and Katsa's combination of pride in her unique
talents and vulnerability in her self-doubts make her a strongly sympathetic character. Readers
will identify closely with this young woman, whose coming of age also involves coming to terms
with a talent that is both a blessing and a curse."--BookPage, November 2008"Graceling is the
wonderful new book by Kristin Cashore about a girl with grace, but who is no Audrey Hepburn.
Katsa's extreme special skill, her ‘grace,’ is that she's able to kill people with her bare hands
(ouch). In a world of seven kingdoms, Katsa is certainly considered a bad-ass and is respectably
feared. Ultimately though, the graceling ends up being shamelessly used by her own family to
fight and torture their enemies... until she meets Po . . . There's been a ton of early praise about
this debut novel -- so much so that I think it's safe to say there's an official buzz."--
Ypulse"However, as in every season, a few other titles have risen to the surface as potential hits,
based on pre-pub buzz, online chatter and word-of-mouth. We've singled out four for particular
notice: three are inventive fantasy novels, and one is a harrowing memoir. Publishers and
booksellers alike believe these books have what it takes to cut through the noise of a very full
season."--Publishers Weekly online"The teenage characters in this novel, like those we may
know in life, grow into their graces. They realize that their monstrous individuality is not so
monstrous afterall."--The New York Times Book Review"Discovering one's true identity and
powers is a common theme in young adult literature, but Kristin Cashore, with compelling
characters and an ease in combining genres--fantasy, mystery, adventure, romance--develops
this theme with enormous freshness."--Newsday" 'Graceling' offers a fresh view of the process
of learning self-mastery and has a knee-weakening romance that easily rivals that of 'Twilight'."--
LA TimesADVANCE PRAISE FOR Graceling: “Here’s a WOW of a book! Seeing half-wild Katsa
learn humanity as she battles soldiers, storms, and her own obsessive nature—I HAD to know
how it ended!” —Tamora Pierce “Katsa and Po are wonderful: They make me want to cheer. Due
to a strong heroine, a supportive hero, political intrigue, and action throughout, this is a book I’ll
share with my daughter.” —Melissa Marr, author of Wicked Lovely “I can’t remember when I last
was this impressed by a new fantasy. Kristin Cashore’s voice is fresh and fluent...the end result
is a story that you tear through so that you can immediately start again at the beginning and read
it with the care it deserves. A truly spectacular novel.” —Susan Hirschman, founder of
Greenwillow Books FROM THE AUTHOR: “I’ve always been a daydreamer; as a child I always
lived far from school, and distinctly remember cherishing the long drive, because it was good
daydreaming time. Graceling grew from daydreams I had about a girl with extraordinary fighting
powers who loved a boy with whom she was insurmountably incompatible.” —Kristin
Cashore (20080901)“Katsa and Po are wonderful: They make me want to cheer. Due to a strong



heroine, a supportive hero, political intrigue, and action throughout, this is a book I’ll share with
my daughter.” —Melissa Marr, author of Wicked Lovely (Melissa Marr 20081001)“A brilliant,
unforgettable story. I consumed Graceling in one sitting, awed by its originality, breadth, and
humanity. For a first novel - for any novel - this book is extraordinary.”—Catherine Gilbert
Murdock, author of Dairy Queen(Catherine Gilbert Murdock 20081101)“I can’t remember when I
last was this impressed by a new fantasy. Kristin Cashore’s voice is fresh and fluent. The
characters are memorable, the plot filled with surprises—all of which are entirely plausible—and
the end result is a story that you tear through so that you can immediately start again at the
beginning and read it with the care it deserves. A truly spectacular novel.”—Susan Hirschman,
Founder of Greenwillow Books(Susan Hirschman 20081101)«"With this riveting debut, Cashore
has set the bar exceedingly high." --Publishers Weekly, starred review(Publishers
Weekly )«“Katsa is an ideal adolescent heroine, simultaneously confident of her strengths yet
unsure of her place in the world. . . . In a tale filled with graphic violence and subtle heartbreak,
gentle passion and savage kindness, matter-of-fact heroics and bleak beauty, no defeat is ever
total and no triumph comes without cost. Grace-full, in every sense.” Kirkus Reviews, starred
review ( 9/01/08) (Kirkus Reviews )«“An impressive first novel, this well crafted and rewarding
fantasy will leave readers hoping for more.” Booklist (starred review) (Booklist )«“This is
gorgeous storytelling: exciting, stirring, and accessible. Fantasy and romance readers will be
thrilled.”—School Library Journal (starred review)(School Library Journal )"With a butt-kicking
but emotionally vulnerable heroine, [Graceling] should appeal to fans of recent girl-power urban
fantasies. . . . " (The Horn Book Magazine )"Cashore strikes a strong balance between
adventure, drama and romance--bloody battles and sexual tension co-exist in equal measure--
and Katsa's combination of pride in her unique talents and vulnerability in her self-doubts make
her a strongly sympathetic character. Readers will identify closely with this young woman, whose
coming of age also involves coming to terms with a talent that is both a blessing and a curse."--
BookPage, November 2008(BookPage )--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Book DescriptionHardcover edition 2008978-0-15-206396-2$17.00--This text refers to
an alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileKristin Cashore's well-developed characters
are completely realized in this full-cast production. Chelsea Mixon portrays Lady Katsa, who was
born with a horrifying "grace" for killing. Mixon's nuanced portrayal gives an inside view of the
confusions that torment this "graceling." These conflicts increase after she meets Po, an
empathetic graceling. Zachary Exton's depiction of Po's soft steadiness contrasts with Mixon's
picture of Katsa's flaring tempers. Listeners will feel the power of the connection between the
two and its building intensity. Even minor characters are richly rendered. Their interactions,
thoughts, and actions are well integrated in David Baker's strong narration, which animates
events and astutely measures emotions. Musical interludes, both regal and somber, are as
plentiful as the plot twists, and the result is a production listeners won't soon forget. S.W. Winner
of AudioFile Earphones Award © AudioFile 2009, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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The Mud Run:a guide for your first time Are you thinking of signing up for a mud run with a
group from work? Or maybe you’re signing up on your own.If you’re interested in knowing what
to expect when you participate in a mud run, read on. This guide will give you a brief introduction
to some of the ways to prepare for your race, some of the obstacles you might face within the
mud run, my own rather memorable first experience, and also things to think about as you go to
the event site.The main things to consider leading up to the race is your physical health,
including diet and exercise, and your mentality in terms of being ready for what you are getting
yourself into. It’s a fun time, but it can be better when you have a few things in your mind ahead
of time, and you’ve given yourself ample time to prepare.It’s good to mentally prepare first. Are
you ready and able to run over three miles in various weather conditions and among numerous
obstacles that will require different physical capabilities? You will get muddy, you might get
bruised and scraped, and you will be fatigued by the end of the experience. But it is a great time
if you decide to partake.The best part is finishing and feeling the elation that follows. The
physical exertion causes what many call a runner’s high. It is a euphoric sensation of sorts.
Persevering and completing the race is an experience of victory that many come to crave.So
let’s get ready to run in the mud.*** Physical Training and DietAs you can probably tell by now, I
am not a doctor, but I am a hardcore mud runner. I know what works for me, and I feel confident
it will work for youIn order to be physically able to complete the mud run, it’s important to focus
on cardio, stamina, and physical strength. Most mud runs are at least 5K in distance. For this
reason, it’s important to do plenty of running as you prepare for your race. Runs in the park,
along the road, or on the sidewalks in a suburban neighborhood are all good places to run. To
run on a track, head over to your local high school and work out there.
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Stephen Campise, “Encouragement. There’s some good basic info about mud runs, but overall
it’s more about the author’s experience and encouragement for the reader to do a mud run.”

The book by John Whitman has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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